CHAPTER VII

ACTIVATION OF HYDROCARBONS BY PLATINUM
COMPLEXES

n this chapter, we will consider the reactions of C–H compounds, such as
alkanes, arenes as well as some others, with platinum complexes containing
mainly chloride ligands. The reactions of alkanes with platinum(II) complexes
have been the first examples of “true” homogeneous activation of saturated
hydrocarbons in solution. Complexes of Pt(II) exhibit both nucleophilic and

electrophilic properties, they do not react with alkanes via a typical oxidative
addition mechanism nor can they be regarded as typical oxidants. Due to this, it
is reasonable to discuss their reactions in a special chapter which is a bridge
between previous chapters (devoted to the low-valent complexes) and further
sections of the book that consider mainly complexes in a high oxidation state.
Chloride complexes of platinum(IV) are oxidants and electrophiles and they will
constitute the first subjects in our discussion of processes of electrophilic
substitution in arenes and alkanes as well as their oxidation.

VII. 1. NON-OXIDATIVE REACTIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF Pt(II)
The exchange of aromatic hydrocarbons with
was discovered and studied by
Garnett and Hodges [1]. The isotope exchange of alkanes in the same system was
discovered two years later [2] and investigated by several groups. In many
respects the behavior of arenes and alkanes happened to be unexpectedly similar
to each other. Hence, we will review the results obtained for both types of
hydrocarbons together, taking into consideration the peculiar behavior of
aromatic molecules among the other effects exerted by the nature of organic
molecules on the reactivity of C–H bonds. H–D Exchange is usually observed at
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temperatures of 80–120 °C. It takes place with hydrocarbons of the methane
homologous series, their various derivatives (alkyl halides, carboxylic acids) and
unsubstituted and substituted aromatic molecules.
Bearing in mind that Pt(II) solutions can give precipitates of metallic
platinum on heating and, particularly, in the presence of reducing agents, and
also that metallic platinum is a catalyst for various reactions, including H–D
exchange, the suspicion may arise that the exchange reaction actually proceeds
by a heterogeneous catalytic mechanism on the surface of the metallic platinum
present, e.g., as colloid particles. However, a number of experimental results
leaves no doubt that the H–D exchange is actually a homogeneous reaction. The
addition of mineral acids stabilizes Pt(II) solutions by making the following

disproportionation reaction difficult

but does not decrease the rate of exchange; on the contrary, precisely under those
conditions, where
solutions remain homogeneous, reproducible results
are obtained. Molecular oxygen and the addition of aromatic compounds (e.g.,
pyrene) also stabilize homogeneous platinum(II) solutions and make the results
more reproducible, preventing the formation of metallic platinum. On the other
hand, on the precipitation of metallic platinum, the exchange slows down or stops
completely.
It must be noted that no metallic platinum is precipitated at all in the
system, which oxidizes hydrocarbons at least in the early stages where
sufficient amounts of Pt(IV) are present. As will be shown later, both H–D
exchange and oxidation involve the same initial step of a reaction of Pt(II) with
the hydrocarbon. Thus, there is no doubt at this time that homogeneous Pt(II)
solutions react with hydrocarbons.
Solutions of the salt
in aqueous acetic acid are more stable upon
heating than aqueous solutions. A 50% aqueous solution of acetic acid is very
convenient to use as a solvent. Furthermore, in aqueous solutions, the solubility
of hydrocarbons is rather low. Besides, even with a consideration of a different
solubility of the hydrocarbons, the rate of alkane isotope exchange with
in
50% acetic acid turns out to be about 30 times greater than in water. Since a
methyl group of acetic acid also exchanges with
in the presence of Pt(II), a
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mixture of
is used. The activation role of acetic acid can be
attributed to the formation of a weak chelate complex. The ability of the acetate
ion to act as a bidentate ligand is known. This has been demonstrated in the
investigation of the molecular structure of the complex
[3]. The H–D exchange rate is lower in trifluoroacetic acid, which has a lower
chelating capacity than acetic acid. By using H–D exchange catalyzed by
we can obtain practically completely deuterated hydrocarbons if the reaction is
carried out for a sufficiently long time. However, even in the initial stages of the
reaction, di-, tri-, and polydeuterium-substituted molecules are formed. Thus
several hydrogen atoms can be exchanged during a single contact between the
hydrocarbon molecule and the platinum complex, i.e., a so-called multiple exchange takes place.

VII. 1. A. SOME PECULIARITIES OF H–D EXCHANGE
For the case of alkanes in the presence of
the H–D exchange rate
within the
concentration range of
was shown to be
virtually independent of the acidity and ionic strength. With
concentrations lower that
the reaction rate decreases slightly. The
kinetics of the exchange reaction is first order with respect to hydrocarbon
concentration and of fractional order
with respect to the
concentration. As the
concentration increases, the order with respect to the
chloride-ion concentration changes from
This dependence permits us to
draw conclusions on the nature of the species reacting with the alkane molecule.
It is known that, in aqueous solution,
ions undergo an equilibrium
dissociation (S is the solvent):

The negative dependence on the
concentration shows that the species
produced by
dissociation are more active that
itself. The
dependence of the rate corresponds approximately to the change in the concen-
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tration of uncharged species
in the system. If for
and
the rates constants are, respectively
and
then the dependence of
the effective rate constant (k) on the
concentration may be expressed by the
equation:

This equation is in good agreement with experimental results. An analysis of this
dependence results in the following ratio of constants:
(for cyclohexane at 100 °C), i.e., in effect, the uncharged complex
is the
most active. This may be an indication of the importance of the electrophilic

properties of the platinum complex in the reaction with hydrocarbons, although
an appreciable value of the rate constant of such a moiety as
in its
reaction with alkanes in aqueous solution, does not fit the usual concepts of
electrophiles very well. It has been shown that the particular Pt(II) complexes
obtained, which should form positive ions upon solution in water,
and
react more slowly with alkanes than
This demonstrates a
more complicated nature of interaction of the bivalent platinum and the
hydrocarbon molecule than that of the interaction of an electrophile with a
nucleophile.
This conclusion is supported by the study of the effect of the other ligands
on the H–D exchange rate [4]. In particular, the effect of the ligand’s nature in
the complexes
and others, has been investigated.
Depending on the nature of the ligand, the rate constant changes by three orders
of magnitude, decreasing as a result of the introduction of more basic and also of
more highly polarizable ligands and of ligands with an increased tendency
towards double bond formation.
The rate constants of H–D exchange catalyzed by the complexes formed in
the system

decrease in the following order of ligands X:
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which correlates with the change of the
complex stability constant and
also with the overlap integral of the
of platinum and the
of
the ligand and the parameter
of the ligands, which characterizes their
“softness”. The ligand will obviously effect both the concentration of the
complex in the solution and the electronic properties of the complex. The effect
of the ligand nature on the catalytic properties of the complex may be followed
by a comparison of the activity of complexes of the type
where
and DMSO.
The stability constants of the aquo-complexes and DMSO–platinum complexes are similar, i.e., the concentrations of the active complexes
and
in solution are close, whereas the rate constants of H–D
exchange with cyclohexane for those complexes differ by a factor of over ten.
Dimethyl sulfoxide, which is a strong
should give rise to a higher
positive charge on the central ion which, in agreement with the concept of the
electrophilic character of its interaction with the hydrocarbon, should have
resulted in a higher rate of H–D exchange (as in the replacement of
by
The slower rate of H–D exchange in the case of DMSO, as compared with
which is actually observed, is apparently connected with an increase (in
comparison with
of the softness of the sulfur-containing ligand.
Soft ligands are well-known to stabilize Pt(II) complexes against oxidation
to Pt(IV). All the ligands tested can be arranged in the following order, reflecting
their influence on the rate of deuterium exchange:

This order is opposite to the known order for the trans-effect of ligands in
substitution reactions of square platinum complexes. Therefore, the result
obtained does not agree with the mechanism of usual electrophilic
substitution
in hydrocarbons, where the hydrocarbon molecule acts as a nucleophile, since a
normal order of trans-effect would have been expected for a mechanism of this
type. The order in the ligand effect is apparently determined by the strength of
the covalent Pt–C bond formed and, possibly, of the Pt–H bond as well, both of
which are weaker for softer ligands. Thus, the vibrational frequency of the Pt–C
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bond, which apparently changes approximately linearly with the energy of the
bond dissociation, decreases in the order:

A similar order of ligand effects is observed for vibrational frequencies of the Pt–
H bond in
complexes [5]:

In both series, the order is close to opposite to that of the ligand trans-effects in
substitution.
The isotope effect, though moderate, observed in the reaction of H–D
exchange, indicates the participation of the C–H bond cleavage in the ratedetermining step. In the systems
and
the ratio of the
constants is
(100 °C) [6], for cyclohexane
for benzene
[1b].
are more reactive than branched alkanes in H–D exchange in the
presence of
. In normal and branched alkanes the highest activity is
observed for isolated methyl groups. For example, according to [7a], in normal
pentane the rate of isotope exchange in two methyl groups is
times
greater than the rate of exchange in the three methylene groups. In alkanes
containing primary, secondary and tertiary C–H bonds the reactivity changes in
the order

which is opposite to the “normal” orders of reactivity (e.g., with respect to free
radical reactions). Both the methyl and methylene groups show a particularly low
reactivity when they are bonded to a quaternary carbon atom (e.g., in 2,2dimethylpropane and 2,2-dimethylbutane). Deuterium atoms are predominantly
exchanged with hydrogenes in an equatorial position of 2-alkyl indanes [7b]:
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All these results are most naturally explained by the important role played by
steric factors.
Arenes show higher reactivity than alkanes, but this difference is not so
pronounced as in many other cases: benzene, which is the least reactive arene,
exchanges its hydrogen atoms only twice as fast as the most reactive of the
alkanes, cyclohexane. In the case of substituted aromatic molecules the steric
effect is again very pronounced.
In an H–D exchange of monosubstituted benzenes, only meta- and parahydrogen atoms of the ring are exchanged (with apparently similar reactivity).
Thus, in the exchange only molecules containing a maximum of free deuterium
atoms are formed from bromobenzene and chlorobenzene. para-Disubstituted
benzenes do not exchange ring-hydrogen atoms at all. For example, in p-xylene
H–D exchange occurs only in the side chain of the ring. Naphthalene exchanges
hydrogen atoms only in the
The reactivity of C–H bonds in a side chain in the
to the benzene
ring is higher than in other positions (which is connected apparently with a low
value of the C–H bond energy). However, it is almost the same for the
group next to a phenyl as for the methyl group, where the energy of the C–H
bond dissociation in the side chain is the highest. The importance of the electron
donor properties of hydrocarbons in reactions of H–D exchange is stressed by
Hodges et al. [7a], who reported a linear correlation between the logarithm of the
exchange rate constant and the ionization potential of respective hydrocarbon. It
is of interest that points corresponding to alkanes and aromatic hydrocarbons are
located on the same straight line, which is evidence for a similar activation
mechanism for the two types of hydrocarbons. However, branched hydrocarbons
naturally do not show the above mentioned dependence, due to the steric effect
discussed above.
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In the case of halogen-substituted alkanes the relation between the rate of
exchange and the ionization potential is reported to have a different slope [9].
The reaction rates of cyclic hydrocarbons (cycloheptane and cyclooctane) also do
not correlate with the ionization potentials. Obviously, there is no reason to
expect a simple (e.g., linear) dependence of log k on the ionization potential for
all hydrocarbons and their derivatives for the case of Pt(II)-catalyzed H–D
exchange with a solvent. The rate determining step must involve both the C–H
bond cleavage and the formation of the M–C bond, and, probably, of the M–H
bond. The facilitation of the reaction in the case of C–H bonds located in an
position to the benzene ring as compared with simple alkanes is related to a
decrease of dissociation energy of these bonds. At the same time, for aromatic
hydrocarbons, higher rates of the reaction (as compared with alkanes) might be
caused mainly by a more stable M–aryl bond as compared with the M–alkyl
bond.
These effects are not expected to correlate with only one parameter, such as
the ionization potential, even if this is considered as the potential of an electron of
the orbital which is affected in the reaction with the platinum complexes. The
apparent linearity of the observed log k relation with the ionization potential
might be connected to a considerable extent with the fact that the effect of C–H
bond differences on the rate of H–D exchange in the case of platinum complexes
is relatively small. When we go from the most inert alkanes of the methane series
to the most active aromatic hydrocarbons (such as phenanthrene and pyrene), the
rate differs by slightly more than two orders of magnitude, whereas the ionization
potential changes by over 5 eV. This would have changed the reaction rate by a
factor of approximately
at 120 °C if the latter were determined entirely by
the energy of electron transfer from the hydrocarbon molecule.
Another approach to the quantitative correlation between the structure and
the reactivity of hydrocarbons may be the use of the Taft correlation equation. A
consideration of the dependence of the exchange rate on the constant
for a
number of functionally substituted methane and ethane derivatives has shown
[10] that the two-parameter equation is obeyed:

Besides the dependence on the polar parameter
(which characterizes the
inductive effect of a substituent) the reaction rate depends also on the resonance
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term
which characterizes the “conjugation” of the
with the
radical reaction center or with the
(n is equal to the number of such
substituents). The value of has been found to be equal to –1.4, and shows that
Pt(II) acts as a moderate electron acceptor with respect to hydrocarbon, which
acts as a donor in the reaction. The presence of a resonance term in the
correlation equation indicates the stabilizing effect of the electron pair of the
substituent in the cleavage of the C–H bond in the interaction with the platinum
complex. This could have taken place in the homolytic cleavage of the C–H
bond to produce a quasi-free radical in the transition state.

VII. 1.B. MULTIPLE H–D EXCHANGE
The H–D exchange between alkanes and the solvent catalyzed by
platinum(II) is multiple, i.e., the hydrocarbon molecule entering into the reaction

may exchange several hydrogen atoms with deuterium without leaving the
coordination sphere of a catalyst. Table VII. 1 presents the value of the parameter
M which shows the average number of hydrogen atoms replaced by deuterium
during a contact of a hydrocarbon molecule with the catalyst [7a].
For alkanes this parameter has a value of 1.4–1.7, for benzene it increases
to 3.5, and for naphthalene and phenanthrene it drops down to 1. The value of M
increases only slightly with decreasing temperature.
The phenomenon of multiple exchange is well known for heterogeneous
catalysis and is usually explained by the intermediate formation of surface

complexes from alkyl metal derivatives. A similar mechanism may be proposed
for the homogeneous exchange of ethane and other hydrocarbons (Scheme VII. 1).
Each
cycle amounts to the introduction of one
deuterium atom into the alkane molecule in the deuterated solvent
If the rates of conversion of
and
are comparable, then every cycle
may involve several cycles
of
which leads to the insertion of several deuterium
atoms during the contact of one molecule with the platinum complex.
Multiple exchange in the case of methane may be accounted for in the same
way assuming the intermediate formation of a methylene–platinum complex,

The distribution of deuterohydrocarbons, which does not depend on time
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during the initial reaction stages, can be evaluated by a method of steady-state
concentrations (Scheme VII.2). The amount of each of the deuteromethane
present in the mixture
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is completely determined by the factor
A calculation of deuterocarbon distribution
for methane and ethane in a
mixture shows
that Scheme VII.2 adequately describes the experimental results [11].

The multiple exchange in alkanes, which is very sensitive to reaction
conditions, may be used to prove the formation of alkyl platinum derivatives as
intermediate products of the exchange. Alkyl platinum derivatives can be
produced using organomercuric compounds via the exchange reaction

The alkanes produced in this interaction are certainly formed as a result of a

hydrolytic cleavage of alkyl platinum derivatives. The close agreement between
the ratio of

formed in platinum(II) methylation and in direct

hydrogen-deuterium exchange with alkanes [12] is a sound support for the
formation of alkyl platinum derivatives in the homogeneous activation of alkanes.
A distribution of deuterohydrocarbons in the case of methane and ethane in
a 1 : 1 mixture of
is smoothly descending, i.e., the greater the
number of deuterium atoms in the hydrocarbon, the lower will be the proportion
of the corresponding hydrocarbon. Experiments on the hydrogen-deuterium exchange of ethane in pure
have demonstrated, however, an unusual stepwise
distribution of deuteroethanes which may be visualized in the form of two

groups,

and

The distribution of each of these group ascending,
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although the total content of ethane in the group
is considerably smaller
than that in the group
It was shown by mass-spectrometry of the
deuteroethanes that the asymmetrical molecules
and
prevail in the
deuteroethanes. Such a distribution for the H–D
exchange in water (predominance of
over
and the same ascending
pattern in each group) suggests that the exchange takes place first in one of
methyl groups of ethane and then in the other, which is thus not equivalent to the
first.
Obviously, such a distribution is inconsistent with the mechanism involving
an intermediate
formation in which both carbon atoms should be
equivalent. There is a logical explanation of a stepwise distribution if it is
assumed that the multiple exchange in ethane is similar to that in methane
involving the intermediate formation of complexes with the carbene,
formed as a result of
of a proton. In this case, not more than three
atoms of one methyl group will initially be exchanged and then, provided there is
an elementary act of rotation of the alkyl group to form a platinum–carbon bond
with another carbon atom, exchange in another methyl group will produce
polydeuterated molecules with up to six atoms exchanged, i.e.,
The
isomerization will probably proceed via the intermediate formation of a

complex (Scheme VII.3). A calculation of the deuteroethane distribution by the
method of steady-state concentrations according to Scheme VII.3 is in good
agreement with the experimental data obtained for an aqueous solution.
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The smoothly descending distribution in deuteroethanes (obtained for
solutions in 50% acetic acid) may be explained by both mechanisms, the one

involving the ethylidene complex and the other consistent with only
formation. In effect, if we accept that the conversion

occurs more slowly than the turnover of the alkyl group

the carbene mechanism and that with the participation of only

will

give the same distribution.
However, it is more natural to assume that the carbene derivative is present
both in aqueous and in acetic acid solutions, and that it is the ratio of rate

constants that changes, than to assume that the mechanism changes completely
with a change of the solvent composition. In the case of other alkanes, a stepwise
distribution is also observed with a clearly distinguishable group
which is
an indication of a predominant exchange occurring in one of the methyl groups.
This shows that platinum is more likely to be bounded with one (terminal) carbon

atom with a transition
l,2-(olefin)-bonded fragment
1,2-bonded fragments (or

than to form a
The isomerization proceeding via

complexes) leads to an extensive multiple exchange

to produce polydeuterated alkanes via the mechanism
In the case of propane it is necessary to take into
account the possibility of the formation of the n- and i-propyl platinum
complexes. An analysis of deuteropropane distribution makes it possible to
determine the relative rates of platinum(II) reactions with primary and secondary
carbon atoms. For this purpose the distribution of deuteropropanes in the case of
platinum alkylation with n-PrHgBr and i-prHgBr was investigated. The
distribution of the deuteropropanes obtained by the H–D exchange of propane
coincides with that detected for n-PrPt- and i-PrPt-derivatives if we accept that
they are initially formed with a relative probability of 0.75 and 0.25,
respectively. Taking into consideration that the propane molecule contains six
primary and two secondary C–H bonds, it may be concluded that the selectivity
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in the attack of primary and secondary bonds in propane is in accordance with
the ratio
This demonstrates a much higher relative reactivity of a
secondary C–H bond in propane as compared with the reactivity of secondary C–
H bonds in pentane where the probability of attack of a primary C–H bond is 4.5
times as great as that at a secondary bond. This can be caused by the smaller
steric hindrances of the secondary C–H bond in propane bound to two methyl
groups in comparison with secondary C–H bonds in pentane bound to, at least,
one long alkyl group. Similarly, in linear alkanes, the methylene groups of the
second carbon atoms
should show a higher reactivity than all the

other

groups on analogy with some cases of biological oxidation (see

below).

The presence of a second step

in the mass-spectrum of deutero-

propanes in the platinum alkylation by n-PrHgBr is consistent with the 1,2-shift
of the platinum along the carbon atoms. However, the considerable proportion of

in the case of platinum alkylation using both n-PrHgBr and i-PrHgBr
confirms the strong probability of a 1,3-shift of platinum. This shift may include
a four-membered metallacycle with platinum participation [13]. Intermediate

metallacycles are apparently formed in the multiple exchange of such
hydrocarbons as isobutane and isooctane, for which a 1,2-shift should be

sterically hindered. A 1,3-shift in the case of these hydrocarbons is supported by
the triplet groups in the mass-spectra of the corresponding hydrocarbons, and the
considerable contribution to the distribution of the
group shows the ease of
the 1,3-shift. The presence of a group of lines
for isobutane, and absence
of an
line, in contrast to n-butane, shows that the tertiary C–H bond does not
participate in the exchange in either the primary attack or in the 1,2-shift. The

presence of a group of lines

in the isooctane exchange shows the

possibility of a 1,4-shift. This result also demonstrates that a NMR-observed
small exchange in methyl groups bonded to a quaternary carbon atom is at least

partially due to a multiple exchange of the molecule, the rate of the initial
platinum(II) interaction with these groups being even lower than follows from the

NMR data.
The differences in the factor of multiple exchange for aromatic molecules
could be explained to a considerable extent by steric factors. The large value of

the factor M for benzene testifies for a high probability of the 1,2-shift (possibly
via the intermediate formation of dehydrobenzene):
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The hydrogen-deuterium exchange in naphthalene occurs selectively in the
position, which is accounted for by the intermediate formation of
derivatives. The
platinum derivatives are apparently sterically hindered, retarding the
shift.
It may be concluded that the data on multiple exchange indicate the
intermediate formation of complexes with carbenes and metallacycles together
with alkyl platinum complexes (Scheme VII.4).

An accurate calculation of the relative rates of the elementary reactions
from the data on multiple exchange for hydrocarbons containing more than two
carbon atoms is difficult. However, the analysis of the distribution in the absence
of steric hindrance shows that the rate constants decrease in the order:
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An analysis of ascending distribution in the case of methane H–D exchange in
aqueous solution, from the viewpoint of several possible mechanisms,
demonstrates that the reaction proceeds with the participation of the methylene
complex, but no evidence for the formation of the
methyne complex was
obtained.
Rudakov and coworkers have proposed another mechanism for multiple
exchange [14]. The authors found that the multiple exchange factor M for H–D
exchange of cyclohexane increases from 1 to 1.8 with an increase of acidity.
Proceeding from the assumption that the dissociation rate

does not depend on
concentration, the authors have come to the conclusion
that the multiple exchange is due to the formation of the complex of platinum(II)
with an alkane VI1-4:

According to this hypothesis, the rate of the complex decomposition to form
free alkane must be comparable with its dissociation rate into the alkyl platinum
complex and a proton:

In steady-state conditions:

and, since both terms of the left side of the equation are comparable, the rate of

the complex formation

[Pt(II)] [RH] must be very slow and close to the total
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rate of H–D exchange. Moreover, the rate of the complex decomposition must be
also rather slow, implying that it is comparatively stable. This seems unlikely for
the reaction of alkanes with platinum(II) complexes. It looks more plausible that
the rate of the carbene-platinum complex formation increases with acidity, e.g.,
as a result of protonation:

An increase of positive (or decrease of negative) charge of the complex could
increase the rate of the carbene formation in the reaction of the C–H bond
dissociation in the Pt(II) coordination sphere to form a proton and a carbene.
Concluding this section which is devoted to multiple exchange in alkanes,
we should note that more recently, peculiarities of this phenomenon have been
explained by Zamaschikov, Labinger and co-workers. Thus the experiments with
methyl platinum(IV) complexes demonstrated that reversible deprotonation of the
alkylhydridoplatinum(IV) complexes can lead to the multiple H–D exchange with
the solvent (see below, particularly, Section VII.5.B, page 298).

VII.2. OXIDATION OF ALKANES BY Pt(IV) IN THE PRESENCE OF Pt(II)
It has been shown by Hodges and Garnett in a study of hydrogen-deuterium
exchange in benzene catalyzed by platinum(II) that when hexachloroplatinic acid
is added, a homogeneous reduction of platinum(IV) by benzene takes place [1b].
The formation of platinum(II), chlorobenzene, and small amounts of diphenyl has
been detected. The study of the H–D exchange of alkanes showed that added
Pt(IV) also oxidized acetic acid (present as a solvent) to chloroacetic acid [15]. It
also has been demonstrated that if an aqueous solution of
and
is heated in the presence of alkanes, a mixture of isomeric alkyl chlorides,
alcohols and ketones is formed while platinum(IV) is reduced to platinum(II).
VII.2.A. MAIN PECULIARITIES OF ALKANE OXIDATION BY
THE SYSTEM “Pt(IV)+Pt(II)”
Alkanes reduce platinum(IV) to platinum(II) under conditions similar to
those of hydrogen-deuterium exchange with the solvent (at 100-120 °C),
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platinum(II) being the necessary catalyst for the reaction [15]. Products of the

reactions are mainly chloroalkanes together with alcohols, ethers, ketones, and
acids for linear hydrocarbons. When cyclic alkanes (cyclohexane and decalin) are
oxidized, aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene, naphthalene) are obtained. The
complex of hex-1-ene with platinum(II) has been isolated in 1% yield from the
mixture of products formed in the reaction with n-hexane [16]:

The same complex also has been obtained by the reaction between
and
hexanol-1 or hex-1-ene in
More recently it has been shown
[17a] that
and
species are viable intermediates in the
conversion of ethane to ethanol and ethane-1,2-diol.
Platinum(II) salts as well as the system Pt(II) + Pt(IV) have been used as
catalysts in the oxidation of C–H compounds with various strong oxidants. Thus
the reaction of methane with chlorine in water at 125 °C in the presence of
platinum chlorides affords methyl chloride which is partially hydrolyzed in situ to
methanol [17b]. A combination of Pt(II) and metallic platinum oxidized ethane in
the presence of oxygen to a mixture of acetic and glycolic acids [17c,d].
VII.2.B. KINETICS OF THE OXIDATION
Valuable information can be derived from the comparison of reaction rates
of various hydrocarbons, measured by the decrease of their concentration due to
oxidation [18]. It is essential to note the important role of steric factors which
manifest themselves in a very similar way to the case of H–D exchange. Thus
methyl and methylene groups adjacent to the quaternary carbon atom practically
do not participate in the oxidation. 2,2-Dimethylpropane and 2,2,3,3-

tetramethylbutane were shown to be oxidized by platinum(IV) much more slowly
than alkanes with the same number of carbon atoms but with no quaternary
carbon. According to [18], the number of carbon atoms
accessible to attack
by the platinum compounds can be approximately determined by the formula
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where n is the total number of carbon atoms, and
and
are the numbers of
tertiary and quaternary carbon atoms in the molecule, respectively.
The value
decreases for normal alkanes with increasing n. This effect
reflects the growth of steric barriers as a result of the hydrophobic molecule

rolling itself up into a “coil”. For n-octane, almost half the carbon atoms do not
participate in the reaction. It should be noted that the rate constant of the
oxidation remains practically unchanged despite the increase of the number of
carbon atoms from pentane to octane. This may mean that only the C–H bonds of
the primary and secondary carbon atoms from the hydrocarbon are reactive, i.e.,
and
atoms. If this is so, then steric factors in the alkane oxidation
by platinum complexes produce the same effect as they do in the selective
oxidation under the action of monooxygenase with participation of cytochrome
P450 and methane monooxygenase.
Only the primary methyl groups (if not directly attached to the quaternary
carbon atom) and the secondary methylene group adjacent to the methyl group
are active in the oxidation. The remaining methylene groups, bonded to longer
alkyl groups other then methyl, are practically inactive. There is comparatively
little difference between the rate constants relating to one C–H bond in the
reactive methyl or methylene groups of different alkane molecules. Only the C–H
bond in methane is somewhat less active than that in other hydrocarbons but, in
this case also, the difference is only a factor of two.
Similar to hydrogen–deuterium exchange, neither
nor
is
active in the oxidation of alkanes. The values of
are not very different
from each other. The positive doubly-charged ion shows an adequate activity for
benzene whereas the maximum activity is found for the singly-charged
ion. This evidently reflects the more classical electrophilic nature of the
reaction displayed in the case of positively charged platinum complexes
interacting with aromatic compounds. In the case of alkanes, the Pt–C bond
formation and C–H bond cleavage should be a synchronous process (i.e., the
“electrophilic” addition of platinum to the carbon atom should be accompanied
by “nucleophilic” addition of platinum or one of its ligand to the proton). Hence,
the positive charge is not of practical importance here.
The reaction rate constants of the less electrophilic species – the uncharged
platinum complex
and the negative ion
are
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practically identical for benzene and cyclohexane and that the ratio of the rate
constants of the reactions of cyclohexane and isobutane remains constant for the
reaction with different platinum complexes present in solution.
A number of similarities existing in the reactions of alkane hydrogendeuterium exchange with the solvent and of alkane oxidation under the action of
platinum(IV) (e.g., the similarity in the selectivities of attack in reactions with
various C–H bonds) leads us to the conclusion that the same stage is involved in
both cases. This stage must include the alkane’s reaction with the platinum(II)
complex acting as a catalyst. It is natural to assume that the common stage must
be the formation of alkyl platinum derivatives, which are intermediates in the
oxidation and exchange reactions. The kinetic data confirm this assumption. A

comparison of the rate constants of H–D exchange and hydrocarbon oxidation
reveals the direct correlation between them [18]. Under certain conditions the rate
constants of oxidation and exchange and their activation energies may be
practically the same (Table VII.2).

Direct evidence for a common stage in the oxidation and exchange of
alkanes in the presence of platinum(II) complexes has been obtained [19], where
both the reactions were studied jointly at different concentrations of acid and
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platinum(IV) complexes. The total of the exchange and oxidation rates was
shown to remain constant and independent of the concentration of acid and
platinum(IV), but their ratio changes with a change of its concentration. With
increasing Pt(IV) concentration and constant acid concentration, the rate of the

oxidation process increases, whereas with increasing acid concentration (and
constant Pt(IV) concentration) there is an increase in the rate of the exchange
reaction. These data are in agreement with the common mechanism of the
formation of alkyl platinum derivatives in the first step:

followed by two competing reactions:

The kinetics of the catalytic chlorination of the C–H bond have been studied
extensively for the case of the
reaction of acetic acid [20]. Similar to the
hydrocarbon reactions, the reaction is catalyzed by platinum(II) chloride
complexes and proceeds almost quantitatively according to the scheme:

In the absence of platinum(II), the Pt(IV) concentration decreases autocatalytically, the observed induction period being removed by the addition of
bivalent platinum. The reaction is convenient for kinetic study (because of the
absence of by-products) and obviously proceeds according to a mechanism
similar to that for the oxidation of alkanes. The reaction is first order with
respect to the platinum(II) and acetic acid concentrations, and is retarded on the
addition of acid and Cl– ions, its rate being inversely proportional to the square of
chloride-ion concentration at high Cl– concentrations. The order of reaction with
respect to Pt(IV) changes from 0 to 1. The mechanism suggested for this reaction
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is evidently common for various C–H bond containing compounds including
saturated hydrocarbons:

The rate-determining steps may be (VII.3) or (VII.4), depending on the
conditions, since reactions (VII.1) and (VII.2) proceed rapidly to reach equilibrium. At temperatures below 100 °C and at sufficiently high platinum
concentrations, the reaction rate depends neither on Pt(IV) concentration nor on
acidity and is apparently determined by the reaction (VII.3) of the substrate
interaction with platinum(II). At higher temperatures and low Pt(IV) concentrations, there appears to be a dependence on Pt(IV) concentration (up to direct
proportionality) and on the acidity (inverse proportionality). In this case the rate

determining step is stage (VII.4), the platinum(II) alkyl derivative interaction
with platinum(IV).

The following kinetic equation, based on the scheme above, can be obtained
using the steady-state concentrations method and assuming reaction (VII.1)
shifted to the right:

This equation is in good agreement with the experimental data. The temperature
dependence of the reaction rate corresponds to two activation energies. Over the

temperature range of
the effective activation energy is
and over the range of 100–120 °C
. At a temperature
below
and low chloride concentration, when the reaction rate is
practically independent of

the equilibrium (VII.2) seems to be almost

completely shifted to the right and we can disregard

in comparison with K
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In this case, the kinetic equation

In this temperature range the activation energy of the oxidation is close to that of
the exchange. At temperatures above 100 °C, the reaction of Pt(II) alkyl
derivatives with platinum(IV) becomes the rate-determining step. The low values
of both the activation energy and the preexponential factor correspond to the
nature of process (VII.4), which is evidently complicated and involves, as a first
stage, the formation of a platinum(IV) alkyl derivative with a subsequent
reductive elimination.

This oxidation process – at least in the case when
electron transfer (see below).
The kinetics of the reaction with participation of methane have been
investigated in detail [21a]. The study of methane (pressure ca. 100 atm.)
oxidation at 120 °C under the action of
(in the presence of
in a
mixture of water and trifluoroacetic acid showed the solution to contain a
platinum complex producing methane if decomposed in the presence of a
reducing agent, such as hydrazine hydrate or sodium boron hydride. When
decomposing this complex by DC1 in
is produced. Upon heating in
water the complex produces methyl chloride and methanol, i.e., the same
products as those formed in methane oxidation. The kinetics of the methyl
platinum(IV) complex concentration change were followed together with the

decrease of platinum(IV) concentration and the increase of the products’ (methyl
chloride and methanol) concentration in the reaction of
with
methane in water. The reaction rate

was found to be proportional to the methyl platinum(IV) complex concentration,
in agreement with the suggestion that the latter is the intermediate. However, the
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most direct proof that the
complex is the sole intermediate of the
reaction came out of measurements of its decomposition, which produces methyl

chloride and methanol. The rate of the decomposition measured at different
temperatures, when extrapolated to the temperatures of the reaction of
with methane catalyzed by Pt(II), exactly coincides with the total reaction rate
for the concentration of the
complex observed in the reaction
mixture. Thus, knowing the decomposition rate constant measured separately and
the concentration of the
complex, the reaction rate of methane
oxidation by
can be correctly predicted, leaving no doubt that the
complex is the sole intermediate. The activation energy for the
decomposition of the methyl complex

was found to be

the decomposition rate constant at 120 °C is
and the maximum
concentration of the complex is
Hence it is possible to
calculate the rate of decomposition of the complex at its maximum concentration
This calculated rate is almost exactly equal to
the observed rate of platinum(IV) reduction (and methane oxidation) at 120° C.
It is interesting that dimethylplatinum(II) complexes can be oxidized to
platinum(IV) alkoxides by dioxygen (or peroxides) [21b]. This finding suggests
that these reactions constitute a promising approach to the catalytic oxidation of
alkanes.

VII.3. ACTIVATION OF SOME OTHER C–H COMPOUNDS
Water-soluble organic compounds are selectively oxidized by aqueous solutions

of platinum salts [22]. For example, p-toluenesulfonic acid undergoes stepwise
hydroxylation to the corresponding alcohol and aldehyde while p-ethylbenzenesulfonic acid is functionalized at both the benzylic and methyl positions.

Ethanol affords a variety of products (about 50% of the substrate is converted
into products):
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1-Propanol is also significantly attacked at the methyl position. In contrast
to most alkane conversion systems, the reactivity of a C–H bond of a methyl
group is at least as high as that of the C–H bond in the
to an oxygen
atom. The relative rate of C–H bond activation by the Pt(II) ion decreases in the
order [23a]:

The platinum(II) ion, in the presence of a Pt(IV) complex, catalyzes the
hydroxylation of unactivated C–H bonds of aliphatic carboxylic acids in water
[23b]. The following order of reactivity has been evaluated:

This reaction formed lactones, together with hydroxyacids (yields are given
relative to Pt(II)):

A system consisting of aqueous
as the catalyst and phosphomolybdic acid as the redox mediator in a carbon cloth anode electrochemical cell,
electrocatalytically hydroxylated p-toluenesulfonic acid according to the equation
[24]:
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Neutral five-coordinated platinum(II) complexes,
containing
ligands (and hence having enhanced cationic character of
the metal ion) have been used for thermal catalytic dehydrogenation of cyclooctane [25]. The authors attributed the high activity of these complexes in the
dehydrogenation reaction to both enhanced electrophilicity and stability against
reduction.

VII.4. PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF
The reaction between the

WITH ALKANES

ion and alkanes can be induced by irradiation

[26]. When a solution of hexachloroplatinic acid and n-hexane in acetic acid is
irradiated by light
[26a,c,d] or
[26b], a
of hex1-ene with platinum(II) is formed in addition to isomeric chlorohexanes. This
complex has been isolated in the form of the pyridine adduct,
The yield of the
in the
reaction reaches 17%
based on Pt. The photochemical reaction is of first order with respect to hexane.
It is interesting that the photochemical reaction with hex-2-ene affords the
of hex-1-ene (Scheme VII.5). This complex can be also prepared by the
reaction of hex-1-ene with
under irradiation. It should be noted that the
photoinduced reaction of
or
with olefins is a convenient method
for the synthesis of various
complexes of platinum(II) [27]. The
photostimulated reaction of
with stilbene does not occur, possibly due to
steric restrictions.
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The following mechanism has been proposed for the photo- and
dehydrogenation of n-hexane [26c,d]:

The formation of the radicals Pt(III) and R• has been detected by EPR through
modeling using the photoreaction between
and acetone:

VII.5. ON THE MECHANISM OF ALKANE ACTIVATION
VII.5.A. STAGES OF THE PROCESS. FORMATION
OF ORGANOMETALLICS
Oxidation and H–D exchange reactions apparently begin with the attack by
the reactive form of the platinum(II) complex on the hydrocarbon molecule, RH,
which results in the formation of an alkylplatinum(II)
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In the absence of platinum(IV), the alkyl
attack by the D+ ion:

undergoes electrophilic

If a platinum(IV) derivative is present in the system, it interacts with the

platinum(II)

and converts it into an alkylplatinum(IV)

Experiments with complexes with isotopically enriched

such an oxidation process (at least in the case when
electron not alkyl transfer (step a rather than b) [29a,b]:

demonstrated that

involves

The kinetics and mechanism for oxidation and reduction of platinum(II) and
platinum(IV) complexes with some reagents have been recently reported [29c].
The
complex reacts with nucleophiles
to
afford an alcohol ROH and an alkyl chloride RC1, respectively. Complexes VI-5
and VII-7
or
in aqueous solutions containing excess
chloride have been shown [29b] to exist in equilibrium with
at
25 °C. Rapid dissociative exchange of ligand trans to the alkyl substituent was
proposed to occur via the five-coordinate intermediate VII-6.
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The following rate law for nucleophilic displacement of Pt(II) by water and
chloride has been established:

where

The authors proposed an
mechanism for the formation of the final products
of the oxidation reaction.
It should be noted that complexes of types VII-5 or VII-7 can be easily
prepared by the method initially described in [30a–d]. The chloride complex
reacts at room temperature in aqueous solution with alkyl iodide to
produce a alkyl complex of platinum(IV). Methyl [30a], ethyl [30b,c], and
acetonyl [30d] complexes of Pt(IV) have been prepared by this method. An
interesting feature of the reaction is that the sixth coordination site in the
octahedral molecule of the product is occupied by water, while the ion is bound
to another molecule of the platinum(II) complex
and analogous products are
formed and precipitate):

The acetonyl complex turned out to be the most stable, which is apparently due
to the absence of hydrogen atoms in a position of the alkane chain [30b,c].
Indeed, the ethyl derivative readily decomposes to produce a ethylene
complex of Pt(II) in addition to the product of the reaction with
and water. It
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should be also noted that the reaction between
rise to the formation of the hex-l-ene

and n-hexyl iodide gives

complex of platinum(II) [30c]. More

recently, generation of the complex
has been achieved by reduction of
in THF with cobaltocene [30e]. This reaction gave the
monomethyl dianion, not in pure form, but combined with
and
as the mixed cobalticenium salts.
Alkyl complexes of platinum(IV) can be obtained in the reaction of
with certain alkyl derivatives of non-transition metals. Thus,
reacts slowly [31] with
in
GOOD at room temperature resulting in
the formation of
. The reaction is accelerated by the addition of
and is of first order with respect to platinum(II):

In the absence of
tetramethyltin reacts with
in aqueous acetone,
also forming a methylplatinum(IV) complex. The precipitation of metallic platinum is then observed. The reaction partly proceeds as oxidative addition of the
components, involved in the
Me bond, to platinum(II). As in the case of
alkyl iodides, one component adds to the platinum(II) ion while the other is
bound by another platinum species (reducing the latter):

Both reactions, with participation of tetramethyltin, to a certain extent
model the interaction of the Pt(IV) + Pt(II) system with saturated hydrocarbons.
The cleavage of the
bond by the
complex is accelerated by
irradiation [31]. The formation of the complex
has been observed
by
NMR in the photochemical reaction in
Light apparently
accelerates the conversion of the ethyl complex into the ethylene complex
[31]:
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Thus, it can be concluded that reactions, in which there is a possibility of
the formation of platinum(IV) derivatives with alkyl fragments containing a
hydrogen bond in the
lead to olefin
of platinum(II).
These reactions are the interactions of platinum chlorides with alkyl iodides and
alkyl derivatives of tin as well as the thermal and photochemical dehydrogenation
of n-hexane by
(Scheme VI.5). One possible mechanism for the
dehydrogenation of n-hexane is the formation of a
complex of platinum(IV) and its subsequent transformation into a
complex of platinum(II) via
of hydrogen [16]:

VII.5.B. INTERACTION BETWEEN Pt(II) AND ALKANES
The intimate mechanism of the reaction deserves special attention not only
because it was the first example of alkane activation by a metal complex.
Activation of alkanes by platinum(II) complexes remains unique in many aspects.
The reaction takes place in neutral water solution with conventional chloride
ligands at the metal without special ways to form coordinatively unsaturated
species (e.g., by irradiation). A number of works were directed towards the
elucidation of the nature of the interaction between an alkane and a platinum(II)
complex. The unique feature of platinum(II) complexes is to exhibit both
nucleophilic and electrophilic properties.
Two main mechanisms may be proposed for the first step of alkane
interaction with platinum(II) complexes:
(i) oxidative addition
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followed by proton reversible elimination

and (ii) electrophilic substitution with simultaneous proton abstraction

The oxidative addition mechanism was proposed for the first step of the reaction
in the original publication [2]. It looked more probable in particular because of
the lack of strong rate dependence on polar factors and on the acidity of the
medium. Later, however, the mechanism of electrophilic substitution was proposed in some publications.
A few other possible mechanisms have been suggested on the basis of
quantum-chemical calculations for the interaction between Pt(II) and the alkane
C–H bond in earlier publications. Let us consider briefly some of these theoretical as well as kinetic investigations.
The electronic structures of complexes activating alkanes – square planar
and pseudo-square chloride and aquachloride derivatives of platinum(II) – as
well as the interaction of these complexes with methane have been studied by the
semiempirical MO LCAO SCF method in the CNDO approximation [32].
Calculation for the complexes
with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and transshowed that the changes in their quantum-chemical
characteristics are monotonous and are independent of the symmetry (thus the
positive charge on platinum increases monotonously with the increase of n). It
was concluded that, when the interaction of such complexes with an axial ligand
is controlled by the LUMO, then this is an interaction with a AO and to a
lesser extent a
AO of platinum. The methane molecule was regarded as the
ligand and the calculation was performed for the following structures:
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It was found that coordination involves a redistribution of electron density in the
methane molecule and as a result, the polarity of the C–H bonds increases and
the bonds (particularly those coordinated to platinum ion or an equatorial acidoligand) are weakened. Furthermore, an increase in the free valence of the carbon
atom of methane was noted. This actually results in the activation of the methane
molecule, facilitating the attack on the latter by polar species. Analysis of the
distribution of electron density in methane complexes showed that the alkane is
bound as a result of the interaction of the 1s AO of the hydrogen atoms and the
2s and
AO of the carbon atom with the 6s and
AO of platinum. Thus the
involvement of the d AO of the metal in such complex formation is smaller than
the involvement of the outer s and p AO. For virtually any mode of coordination
of
to the platinum(II) complex (coordination via the vertex, edge, and face
of the methane tetrahedron to platinum and also simultaneously to platinum and
the acido-ligand was considered), the resulting transfer of electron density from
methane entails its decrease at the hydrogen atoms. However, owing to the
contribution by the dative interaction, the electron density on the carbon atom
increases.
It is important that the acceleration of the H–D exchange, observed experimentally on the replacement of the
or
catalysts by
could not be related to any calculated quantum-chemical parameters. It was therefore postulated that an optimum combination of the donoracceptor and dative mechanisms of the transfer of electron density is essential for
the effective alkane-platinum(II) complex interaction. Since the contribution of
the former increases and that of the latter diminishes with the increase of the
positive charge on the complex, the optimum combination can be achieved for the
complex with zero charge. Somewhat earlier, the presence of a catalytic activity
maximum for the complex
was attributed to the influence of the
symmetry of the ligand environment [32]. On the basis of the hypothesis that the
formation of a bond with the activated alkane takes place mainly on interaction
with the
AO of the complex, the rates of reaction were correlated with the
contribution by this orbital to the LUMO of the platinum(II) complex. Symmetry
considerations led to the conclusion that, for n = 0 and n = 4, the LUMO of the
complex is formed solely by the
AO and cannot contain an admixture of the
state. As a consequence of the decrease of symmetry for n =1, 2, 3, such an
admixture exists but the n = 2 complex occupies a special place (thus the
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contribution of the
AO for the trans-isomer with n = 2 should be greatest). It
is believed, however [33], that this approach, based on crystal field theory, is
insufficiently complete, since, according to MO theory, the
AO of platinum
participates in the binding of the equatorial ligands even in highly symmetrical
complexes, i.e., in these complexes this orbital, being partly unoccupied, can be
involved in the donor-acceptor interaction with the alkane. In another paper [34],
the total energies have been calculated by the extended Hückel method for
alkanes coordinated to the
species and it has been shown that the
coordination of the terminal atom, for example, in pentane, is most preferred.
It may be assumed, that the reaction of the chloroaquoplatinum(II) complex
with alkanes begins as oxidative addition, proceeds through a three-center

transition state, and terminates by the synchronous formation of a platinumcarbon bond with elimination of a proton (which can be transferred to a molecule

of water). A similar mechanism has been proposed [35a] for the cyclometalation
of 8-alkylquinolines by palladium(II). It has also been suggested that the reverse
process (the protolysis of the platinum-carbon bond in alkyl complexes) involves
a three-center transition state [35b], and the concerted oxidative addition to Ir(I)
complex has been proposed [35c].
The cleavage of the C–H bond in methane by the
complex has been subjected to quantum-chemical analysis by the extended
Hückel method [36]. It was shown that the approach of the methane molecule to
the square planar platinum(II) complex (structure VII-8 ) leads to strong fourelectron repulsion, the main cause of which is the interaction between orbitals
of
and the occupied orbitals of the metal complex localized in the region of
the free coordination site (HOMO consisting mainly of the orbital and also the
low-lying
orbital) (Figure VII. 1).
When the distance between the platinum atom and the center of the C–H
bond reaches d = 2.8 Å, the distortion of the metal complex (structure VII-9)
lowers the repulsion energy. The composition of the HOMO then changes,
namely the contribution of the orbital diminishes and that of the
orbital
increases, which entails a decrease of the electron density in the region of the free
coordination site. The
orbital is hybridized with the s, and
orbitals of
the metal, as a result of which the low acceptor MO of the complex becomes
extended in the axial direction. The overlap of the acceptor orbital with the
orbital of the C–H bond increases and hence the contribution of the transfer of
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electron density via the donor–acceptor mechanism also increases. This is
accompanied by the simultaneous increase of the dative interaction, the main
contribution to which is made by the charge transfer from the
and
orbitals
to the
orbitals of methane.

In the second stage, the deformation distortion of the methane molecule
occurs starting with d = 2.4 Å and the repulsion energy diminishes still further.
At the same time, the angle of the displacement of the ligand from the plane of
the complex increases from 10° to 36°. The populations of the Pt–C and Pt–H
bonds reach 30–40% and the C–H bond is loosened to the extent of 20–30%.
Under these conditions, the overlap of the
and orbitals diminishes. Since an
analogue of an unshared pair oriented towards the complex appears at the carbon
atom, namely the
component at the level (see diagram in Figure VII. 1), the
donor-acceptor interaction is enhanced. The transition state (VII-10) arises for d
= 1.8 Å, whereupon the Pt–C and Pt–H bond lengths reach the usual values and
the angle of deviation of the ligand in the complex is 36°. When the C–H bond is
extended by 0.28 Å, a maximum appears on the curve describing the energy of
the system and the C–H, Pt–C, and Pt–H bonds become approximately
equivalent. The extension of the C–H bond enhances both the donor-acceptor
and dative interactions; the main contribution to the latter comes in this case from
the transfer of electron density to the
component of the
level. This transfer
plays a decisive role in the rupture of the C–H bond. It is noteworthy that, when
the C–H bond is extended, the four-electron repulsion increases faster than the
interactions of both types and only when
and the complex are close together
do the repulsion and dative interaction energies become equalized.
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Calculation has shown that, on passing from
to
the activation energy for the reaction with the alkane should increase by 0.24 eV,
which agrees with the experimental data. In the first stages of the process, up to
the appearance of the transition state, the C–H bond is polarized, increasing the
acidity of the hydrogen atom. This is apparently why, in the presence of bases
stronger than the platinum(II) complex, it is easier for the system to transfer
hydrogen in the form of a proton to the molecule of the base (e.g., water) than to
continue the process of oxidative addition. Thus the reaction may be completed
by the synchronous formation of the Pt–C bond and the elimination of a proton,
i.e., can proceed as “soft” electrophilic substitution:

A few other mechanisms have been proposed to explain the kinetics of the
reaction and especially the multiple H–D exchange. The multiple exchange may
be due to the formation of carbene complexes:

or

complexes and metallacycles:
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The formation of the Pt(II)–alkane complex as the first kinetically significant intermediate in the reaction has been proposed in the so called “alkane–
alkyl” mechanism (see above) [14]. This intermediate is analogous to alkonium
ions of the type
whose formation is associated with the deformation of
both the planar complex and of the tetrahedral hydrocarbon molecule.
In the another hypothesis, it has been assumed [37] that the rotation of the
alkyl group R in the coordination sphere of platinum entails an appreciable
intensification of the nucleophilic properties of the carbon atom, which should
facilitate the electrophilic attack on the latter by the deuterium cation
The
alkyl group rotates synchronously with the approach of
and the agostic
coordination between the C–H bond and platinum ion is formed. Since it is

evident that several hydrogen atoms can be substituted by deuterium in the alkyl
group before it is split off from platinum, the proposed mechanism explains
satisfactorily the multiplicity of different types of H–D exchange in the presence
of platinum(II) complexes.

The electropilic substitution of
transition state:

by

possibly proceeds via the three-center

It is believed that the “alkyl” mechanism agrees better with certain features of the
exchange reaction than the carbene and alkane–alkyl mechanisms.
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More recently, the mechanism of oxidative addition was confirmed in
investigations of decomposition and protonolysis of alkylplatinum complexes,
i.e., in reactions reverse to the activation of alkanes. Zamashchikov et al. [38]
investigated the decomposition of the dimethyl platinum(IV) complex
There are two routes in this process. The first leads to reductive
elimination under the action of
and produces methyl chloride and methane.

The second leads to the formation of ethane. There is strong kinetic evidence that
ethane is the product of decomposition of the ethylhydridoplatinum(IV) complex
formed from the initial dimethyl platinum(IV) complex. In

DC1, ethane

formed contains several D atoms with practically the same parameter of multiple
exchange and similar distribution as in H–D exchange of ethane with
catalyzed by platinum(II) complexes. Moreover, ethyl chloride is formed in the
presence of platinum(IV) in the reaction competitive with H–D exchange. From
the principle of microscopic reversibility, it follows that the same
ethylhydridoplatinum(IV) complex is the intermediate in the reaction of ethane
with platinum(II). Assuming the first step of the reaction of methane with Pt(II)
as oxidative addition according to equation

allows the calculation of the deuterium distribution in methane. Indeed, if the

mechanism of H–D exchange is accepted as shown in Scheme VII.6
[intermediates
(i = 0–3) and product Pt(II) are omitted for
simplicity] the calculated parameters for D distribution in mixture of products of
the reaction between
and
in
at 373 K turned out in close
agreement with experimental data (Figure VII.2).
Important results were obtained by Labinger and Bercaw [39] in the
investigation of the protonolysis mechanism of several alkylplatinum(II)
complexes at low temperatures, i.e., the reactions which could model the microscopic reverse of C–H activation by platinum(II) complexes. Alkylhydridopla-

tinum(IV) complexeswere observed as intermediates in certain cases, e.g., under
treatment of the complexes (tmeda)
or (tmeda)
(tmeda =
tetramethylethylenediamine) by HC1 in
and
respectively. In some cases H–D exchange takes place between methyl groups on
platinum and '
prior to methane loss.
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Based on the kinetic results a common mechanism was proposed to operate
in all the reactions:
(1) protonation of Pt(II) to generate alkylhydridoplatinum(IV) intermediate,
(2) dissociation of solvent or chloride to generate a cationic, five-coordinate
platinum(IV) species,
(3) reductive C–H bond formation producing a platinum(II) alkane

complex, and
(4) loss of alkane either through associative or dissociative substitution
pathway.
These results implicate the presence of both alkane
and
alkylhydridoplatinum(IV) as intermediates in the C–H activation reactions by
Pt(II) complexes. The first step is the formation of a
with the alkane
which then undergoes oxidative addition to produce the alkylhydrido complex.
Reversible interconversion of these intermediates, together with reversible
deprotonation of the alkylhydridoplatinum(IV) complexes, lead to the multiple
H–D exchange with the solvent.
It has been shown [40] that heating a solution of [(tmeda)
in pentafluoropyridine under 30 atm of
at 85 °C gives rise to the slow
growth of a
resonance in the
NMR spectrum due to methyl
exchange. The reaction is accompanied by the formation of
and by
deposition of metallic platinum, which is associated with the C–H activation
process. The authors note a very close similarity between this reaction and the
activation of alkane C–H bonds observed with
and
(see Chapter VI). When both Ir(III) and Pt(II)
participate in the C–H activation process, a
metathesis mechanism
cannot be excluded [40] as an alternative to oxidative addition (however, see
Chapter VI). A proposed mechanism for H–D exchange between [(tmeda)Ptand
[40b] is shown in Scheme VII.7.
Puddephatt et al. [41] have studied the C–H or C–C bond activation in the
alkane complexes
or
or
as

well as the reductive elimination of methane or ethane from the five-coordinate
model complexes
or
respectively, by carrying out
extended Hückel molecular orbital calculations and density functional theory.
The oxidative addition and reductive elimination reactions occur by a concerted
mechanism, probably with a pinched trigonal-bipyramidal complex on the
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reaction coordinate. The methane remains coordinated to platinum through the
C–H
in the C–H reductive elimination, and for C–C reductive elimination, the transition state is a C–C
The activation energy for

reductive elimination from the complexes with L =

and

was the same at

only 3 kcal
but the activation energy for methane activation was calculated
to be 12 and 19 kcal
for complexes containing
and
respectively
(Figure VII.3).
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Mechanistic studies of the C–H activation by aqueous platinum complexes
and related topics have been also described in recent publications [42]. Some
reactions with participation of platinum derivatives and their mechanisms are discussed also in other chapters of this book.
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VII.6. ARYL COMPLEXES OF Pt(IV) FORMED IN THERMAL AND
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
WITH Pt(IV) HALIDE COMPLEXES
The experimental data reported in the previous sections leave no doubt of the
intermediate formation of aryl and alkyl platinum derivatives in the reactions of
Pt(II) and Pt(IV) chloride complexes with arenes and alkanes in aqueous
solutions. In the 1980s, it was discovered that the reaction of
with arenes
in aqueous carboxylic acids produces stable
complexes of platinum(IV)
which can be isolated in crystalline form (see, for example, [43]).

VII.6.A. THE THERMAL REACTION OF ARENES WITH
Heating a solution of
and an aromatic compound ArH in the
mixture or in
leads to the formation of fairly stable
complexes of platinum(IV) in yields up to 95%, which can be isolated in
the form of anionic adducts with ammonia after chromatography on silica gel
containing ammonia [43, 44]:

Before their isolation in the form of the ammonia adduct, the complexes
apparently exist as
and
The complexes stabilized
with an ammonia ligand have been characterized by X-ray diffraction [45a] and
195

Pt NMR spectra [45b]. The same complexes can be prepared by the reaction
of 1
with mercury, tin, lead or boron aryls [46].
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On prolonged heating, the complexes decompose [43, 44d] to produce
biaryls, chlorinated arenes and platinum(II) derivatives. The process of formation
of the
complex of platinum(IV) is accompanied by its para–meta
isomerization [43, 44e, 47]. If in the initial instant the substitution takes place
mainly (to extent of
in the para-position in toluene, then the statistical
distribution meta:para = 2 : 1 is gradually attained (Figure VII.4).
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The substituent does not enter the ortho-position for steric reasons. The
relative content of para-isomer can be calculated from the equation

which corresponds to the following scheme:

The activation energies of the formation and para–meta isomerization are ca. 25
kcal
It has been established [43, 44e] by the method of competing reactions that
the relative rates of reactions (given in parenthesis) with participation of the
arenes C6H5X decrease in the following sequence of substituent X:

The logarithms of these values are correlated with the Hammett constant and
the Brown constant (with the parameters
and
The kinetic
isotope effect of the reaction is small
for benzene and
for toluene).
In a study of the products of the decomposition of the meta- and paraisomers of the
complex, formed in the reaction between
and toluene in
(4.5 : 1) at 90 °C, it was observed that,
together with the “expected” 3,3´-, 4,4´-, and 3,4´-bitolyl isomers, a large amount

of the “surprising” 2,3´- and 2,4´-bitolyls is formed after a long induction period
(Figure VII.5)[48a].
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The reaction of
with anisole in
(9 : 1) at 85 °C
produces the
complex of platinum(IV) which decomposes to
give 4,4´-dimethoxybiphenyl and, after an induction period, a smaller amount of
2,4´-dimethoxydiphenyl (Figure VII.6) [48b].

Such products of ortho-substitution relative to the methyl group are
apparently formed on interaction of meta- and para-platinated toluenes with free
toluene present in solution. Indeed, if toluene is removed from the reaction
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mixture when the concentration of the
complex of platinum(IV) is close to
a maximum (yield ca. 90%) the rate of decomposition of this complex diminishes
[48c].
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The platinum(IV)-containing fragment can be easily transferred from one
arene to another. For example, when a solution of the
complex of
platinum(IV) is heated in aqueous trifluoroacetic acid with an excess of anisole
or ethylbenzene, transarylation (transmetalation) occures [48c]:

Upon prolonged heating with anisole, the
complex decomposes
mainly to isomers of dimethoxybiphenyl and lesser amounts of ditolyl and
tolylmethoxyphenyl. Heating a solution of the
complex with acrylic acid
yield the product of olefin arylation:

The proposed [43, 44e] mechanism of the reaction between
and the
arene to afford para and meta isomers of the
complex (VII14p and VII-14m in Scheme VII.8) involves the formation of a weak
complex of platinum(IV) VII-11 which is transformed into an intermediate
Wheland-type complex. The isomerization of the Wheland complexes VII-12p
and VH-12m possibly proceeds though the transition state VII-13, and/or is due

to the reversibility, to some extent, of the stage of VII-12 formation. The transarylation mentioned above (equation VII.6) is perhaps also due to the reversibility of the Wheland complex formation.
Heating a solution of an aromatic compound (for example, benzene or
toluene) with
in aqueous trifluoroacetic acid affords a
complex
of platinum(II which is much less stable in comparison with a corresponding
complex of platinum(IV). However this complex was identified after the
oxidation with
(at room temperature) to produce the latter derivative
[48d]:
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The reaction of
with toluene in aqueous
apparently
yields the unstable
complexes of platinum(IV), which rapidly decompose
to generate 3,3´-, 3,4´-, and 4,4´- isomers of bitolyls with the ratio 2.5 : 27.5 :
70.0, respectively. Unlike the reaction of
(vide supra), the oxidation with
gives no ortho-substituted bitolyls. An induction period preceding the
accumulation of these products was noticed [48e].

VII.6.B. PHOTOELECTROPHILIC SUBSTITUTION IN ARENES
The reaction (VII.5) can be also carried out at room temperature if the
reaction solution is irradiated with light (full light of high-pressure mercury arc,
in a Pyrex vessel,
[44e, 49a-c] or
source, with a
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nominal dose rate of 6 Mrad
[44e, 49d]. Aqueous trifluoroacetic acid [44e,
49a,b,d] or methylene chloride (in this case
has been introduced into the
reaction in the form of the tetrabutylammonium salt) [49c] have been used as
solvents. The quantum yield of the

complex in the reaction with anisole

was ca. 0.08 for
Unlike the thermal reaction, the process induced by
irradiation apparently does not depend on the acidity of the reaction solution.
Another distinguishing peculiarity of the irradiation-stimulated reaction is the
formation of the pure para-isomer in the cases of interaction with monosubstituted benzenes. No para–meta isomerization occurred at room temperature
even under irradiation. The relative rates of the photoinduced reaction decrease in
the following sequence:

The correlation with parameters gives the value
The same sequence
of rates and value have been obtained for the induced process. The isotope
effect for the photoreaction was
The effective activation energy of the
photo-induced reaction is ca. 5 kca
When a frozen solution of
and arene in acetic acid (or
and
phenol in water) is irradiated at 77 K, the EPR spectrum is observed (Figure
VII.7) containing the characteristic signals of platinum(III) complexes in
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perpendicular orientation in the region
These spectrum consists of an
intensive central signal due to the non-magnetic
isotope and two satellites
due to the splitting on the
isotope. Intensive narrow singlet resonances due
to organic free radicals are located in the region
These signals can be
assigned to cation-radicals or radicals derived from aromatics. The EPR
spectrum also contains signals at
which may indicate the existence of
dimers of paramagnetic species of radical pairs in these systems.
The proposed mechanism of the reaction involves electron transfer from an
arene to a platinum(IV) compound to give an intermediate ion-radical pair,
or
(Scheme VII.9) (for the photochemistry of
see, e.g., [50]). The route to this ion-radical pair may be
conceived ether as an electron transfer within the
of ArH with
(VII-15) or
(VII-16), or as an outer-sphere electron transfer to the
excited complex of platinum(IV) with participation of a chlorine ligand (the
transformation of structure VII-17 into structures VII-18 or VII-19).

Subsequent extrusion of
radical pair

from structure VII-20 gives rise to the same ion-

The collapse of the ion-radical pair may produce the Wheland intermediate
which after elimination of the proton is transformed into the
platinum(IV):

complex of

Para–meta isomerization in this case is impossible since the activation energy of
the isomerization is ca. 25 kcal
and its rate at room temperature is too low.
The mechanism described above is analogous to that proposed for the
nitration of arenes by tetranitromethane [51]. It is known that an arene and
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mercury trifluoroacetate form a charge-transfer complex that undergoes
photoinduced electron transfer. When certain arenes are oxidized with this
mercury derivative in trifluoroacetic acid, the EPR spectra of the arene radical
cations can be observed [52]. It may be assumed that some thermal reactions of
metal compounds with arenes also involve the electron transfer step. As for the
mechanisms of both thermal and radiation-induced reaction of
and arenes
(particularly as concerned with the possibility of electron transfer stage under
thermal conditions), they are not quite clear in detail and additional investigations
are necessary [53].
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